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AIlSTRACT. Two holes were drilled to dept hs g rea ter than 300 m in the 
Antarctic ice sheet, nea r Cape Folger on the Law Dome. The holes under
went consid erable closure below 250 111 \·"ilh localized stra in-rates as hig h as 
I to 1.5 x 10- 6 S - I The closure obse n 'ed in the holes was non-uniform a nd 
occurred in zo nes 0.5 to 3 m wide. These zones parallel the now plane in the 
ice mass and are associated w ith a distinct domainal structure. High-clos ure 
zo nes are characterized by inte rlocking and irregul ar-shaped ice grains with 
man y sub-horizontal c-axes and onl y occasio nal c-axis clusters a t a high 
angle to the flow pl ane. Low-closure zones cOI1[ain tabula r grains with the 
long dim ension parallel to the now pla ne, a bundant d eform at ion features 
and a predominance ofc-axes ori en ted at a hig h a ng le to the now plane. The 
re la tionship between clos ure rate and c-axis fabric is attributed to ma rk ed 
plasti c now by intrarrys ta lline slip on the basal plane to produce higher 
closure in areas where there is a grea ter va ria tion in c-axis orientation. This 
de formation is att ributab le la overburd en pressure a nd hence is related 
to depth , and is independ ent of shear with in the main body of the ice 
mass . 

R ESUME. Relatiorl entre vilesse dejermeluYf d'un trou deJorage cl {orientation des 
cristaux dans III glllCf a Cape Folger ( Alllarctique ) . On a execute deux forages it 
des profondcurs supcrieu res a 300 In cl ans la ca lo tte antarctique prcs d e 
Cape Folger sur le Law Dome. Les trOll S se sont refermes lres rapidement 
c n-d essous de 250 m avee des vitesses po uva nt atteindre loea lement 
1,5 x 10 - 6 5 - '. La fcrmcturc obscr\'ceda ns les trous n'est pas uniforme e t 
s'obse rve dans des couches de 0,5 a 3 m d'cpaisseur. Ces zones sOnt parallcles 
all plan d'ecouleme nt dans la massc glac ia ire c l 50n1 associces a un lype 
part ic ulier de structu re. L.es zones a fcrmClure ra pide sont caraete risees par 
des gra ins de glace enlreme les el de form es irreguli eres avee bcaucoup 
d 'axes-c subh orizo ntaux Cl seulement de rares g rappes de cristaux a axes-c 
fo rmant un angle important avee le plan de I'ecoulement. Les zones cl 
ferme ture Icnte eonli en ne nt des grains tabu lai res avee la grande dime nsio n 
parallole au plan de I'ecou leme nt, bea ucoup de fi gures de dCforrn ation e t 

IN TROOUC nON 

A number of authors (Gow, 1986; Paterson, 1977) 
have recorded varying degrees of closure within drill 
holes in Antarctic ice. Such closure occurs after a 
hole has been drilled and before it is filled with 
fluid of the same density as the ice, in order to 
counteract closure. The closure of the drill holes is 
attributed to the plastic flow Df the ice as a result 
of the stress drDp following the removal of the CDre . 
The extent of closure is dependent in part on the 
magnitude of the vertically imposed overburden load 
and on the previous deformation and thermal history 
Df the ice . In the case of the tWD drill holes des
cribed here, BHC 1 and BHC 2 from the Law Dome near 
Cape Fol ger, Antarctica (Fig. 1), closure-rate measure
ments were obtained over 37 hand 49 h respectively 
before the holes were fluid filled. It is the purpose 
of this paper to describe the features associated 
with areas of high closure in the two holes and in
vestigate the influence of the ice grain structure 
and fabric. 

The data described in this paper were obtained 
from small sections of ice core recovered after the 
two holes were drilled during the 1981/82 austral 
summer as part of an ANARE (Austral ian National Ant-

une predom inance d'axes-c formant un angle eleve avec le plan 
d'ecou leme nt. La relation entre la v itesse de fermeture e l I'o rien tation des 
axes-c es t attribu ee a I'ecou lement plas tique sensible par g lissements inter
cristallins sur le plan de base qu i produit une fermeture plus rapide dans les 
regions a u il y a une plus grande variation dans I'ori entatio n des axes-c. 
Ce llt deform a tion peut etfe atlribuee aux prcssions d'enfouissement et done 
mise en relatio n avee la profond eur, elle es t ind ependante du cisaillement 
a l' ime ri eur de la masse de glace. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Beziehung zwischen dem Bohrlochschliessen und dem 
Krislallgifiige ill alltarktischen Bohrkernen von Cape l-olger, Antarktika. Nahe bei 
Cape Folger a uf dem Law Dome wurden zwei Bohrungen in Tiefen von 
mehr als 300 m in den antarkt ischen Eisschild abgeteufl. Die Bohrlbcher 
schlosse n sich untcrhalb von 250 m betriichtlich mit festges tellten Span
nungsraten bis zu 1- 1,5 x 1O - 6 s- I Die in den Bohrl iichern beobachtete 
Schl iessung erfolg te unregelmiissig und trat in Zonen von 0,5- 3 m Liinge 
auf. Diese Zonen verlaufen parallel zu den FliessAachen in der Eismasse und 
sind mit einer best illlllllen ortstypische n Struktur verknupft. Zonen seh
neller Schliessung sind durch ineinandergreifende und unregelmiissig ge
form le Ei skorne r mil vieien subhorizontalen c-Achsen und nur gelegcntlich 
auftretend en c-i\chsen-Haufungen unter grossem Winkel gegen die 
FliessOache geke nnzeichnet. Zon e n geringer Schli essung e nth a lten taf
elfOrmige K iirner mit Langsachsen parallel zur Fliess Aache, unza hligen 
Dcforma ti o nserscheinungen und c in er vorherrsehendcn c-Achsen
Orientierung mit g rossem Winkel gegcn die Fliessnache. Die Beziehung 
zwischen der Schliessungsrate und d em c-Achsen-G eruge wi rd dara uf 
zuruckgeru hrt , dass deutlich pl as tisches Fliessen infolge intrakrista llinen 
Glcitens an d e l' Basisebenc eine sehnell ere Sch liessung don verursacht , wo 
eine grossere Strc uung in der c-Achscn-Orientierung beste ht. Diese Deror
mation liisst si ch dem Oberlageru ngsdruck zuord nen und ha ng t deshalb 
von der Tiefe ab; sie ist unabh iingig von der Scherspa nnu ng im Ge
sa mtkorpe r d e r Eismasse. 

arctic Research Expedition) glaciological investi
gation into the ice dynamics of the Law Dome ice cap 
(McCray, 1982). The hole, BHC I, was drilled on a 
bedrock rise (Fig. 2) where the ice was 301 m deep. 
BHC 2 was drilled in a bedrock hollow 350 m down
stream where the ice thickness was 345 m. In both 
holes high bore-hole closure was noted at depths 
greater than 250 m (Figs 3 and 4) and appear to be 
local and independent of the large shear strains and 
movement patterns observed in the bulk of the ice 
cap (Russell-Head and Budd, 1979; unpubl ished data of 
A.P. McCray). The closure rates were determined by 
measuring the hole diameter after the core had been 
removed and the hole reamed . 

The temperature profiles measured in both BHC 1 
and BHC 2 after fluid fill ing are almDst 1 inear. In 
BHC 1, the temperature ranged form -1.9°C at 280 m 
depth to -1 .0°C at 300 m, and in BHC 2 from -2.8°C 
at 280 m tD -1 .2°C at 325 m depth. Sampl es used for 
crystal-fabric analysis were selected on the basis of 
closure rate. As the ice 9rain-size was large it was 
sometimes necessary to cut two or even three sections 
to get an acceptable number of c -axis measurements to 
characterize the fabrics . The c -axes were measured 
using the method described by Langway (1958 ) and have 
been plotted on the lower hemisphere of an equal-area 
proj ect ion. 
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Fig . 1. locaLity diagram of BHC 1 and BHC 2 on the Law Dome , Antarctica. 
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CLOSURE CHARACTERISTICS 

In BHC 1, areas of bore-hole closure could be 
identified from the time of the initial calliper run 
(Fi g. 3), that is some 27 h after the fi na 1 reami ng 
of the hole. Two areas of high closure between 280 and 
288 m occupy 2-3 m lengths of the hole and are bounded 
by transition zones of 1-2 m intervals. Below this is 
a region of variable closure rate in which there are 
small 0.5 to 1 m intervals of moderate closure, ex
tending to the bottom of the hole. 

Typical closure characteristics recognized in BHC 
2 (Fig. 4) suggest that there is a marked region of 
increased closure at a depth of 289-302 m. Within this 
zone the closu re rate is variable but occurring in a 
regular pattern as four zones of very high closure 
(1-2 m wide) at 3 m intervals with lower closure be
tween. Below 302 m a zone of low closure occurs, be
coming more variable towards 318 m, where a progres
s iv e increase begins, extending to a region of high 
closure below 322 m. No closure measurements were 
made in the bottom 20 m of the hole, that is below 
325 m. 

FABRIC TRANSITIONS 

The general pattern of a -axis variation down the 
co res i s depicted in Figure 2, and is similar to that 
described by Russe ll-Head and Budd (1979) from holes 
dri 11 ed up-stream from BHC 1 and BHC 2. In the upper 
levels of the ice cap a near-random fabric gradua lly 
concentrates toward a small circle girdle with in
creasing depth. An asymmetric fabric forming a par
tial girdle then develops at about 90 m which concen
trates to a vertical, single-point maximum extending 
to 230 m in BHC 1 and 250 m in BHC 2. Below these 
depths the ice develops a multi-maxima fabric which 
persists through the areas of high and variable clos
ure illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. At the start of 
the high-closure regions in both BHC 1 and BHC 2 the 
ice has a large crystal size (Fig. 5). Such crys tal 
sizes and fabrics persist to the base of the ice 
sheet in BHC 1. In BHC 2 a zone of multi-maxima and 
variable fabrics (Fi9. 4) is recognized to 302 m, be
low which the grain-size decreased dramatically and 
the grain a -axes concentrate to a near-vertical 
orientation (as at 305.3 m). The ice in the zone of 
the irregular closure at 315 .0 m is intermediate be
tween the small grain-size ice with strong vertical 
a -axis concentration (305.3 m) and the large grain
size multiple-maxima ice from the region of very high 
closure below (326.3 m). At 315.0 m, many grains are 
larger than at 305.3 m, however, they do not have 
stable grain boundaries as at 326.3 m, they have 
serrated and irregular boundaries, and show strong 
deformation features. The fabric al so appears to be 
intermediate as there are two strong concentrations 
of a -axes close to the vertical, but a concentration 
of grains with a -axes at a high angle to the vertical 
is al so present. 

Near the base of BHC 1, where the closure is mod
erate to high, variable multiple-maxima type fabrics 
occur (Fig. 3). The maximum concentrations tend to 
form a diamond type pattern (280.2, 293 .B, 286 .8, 
296.2 m), though in some cases a partial diamond pat
tern may exist with grains of other orientations 
(294.9, 298.3 m) . The only markedly different fabric 
in the measured sections comes from the peak of a 
high-closure zone at 282.1 m, where a much greate r 
concentration of sub-horizontal a -axes exists. In the 
zone of variable closure (293.4-298.3 m), the fabrics 
(on the right-hand side in Fig. 3), are variable and 
in some cases show more scattered concentrations of 
the grain a -axes (193.8,294.9 m). 

A plot of all a -a xes measured in BHC lover the 
interval 279 m to 300 m, using bubble elongation di
rection as a reference, clearly illustrates a small
circle girdle concentration centred on the bubble 
elongation direction (Fig. 3) . The axis of the small 

circle is inclined 60° to the direction of flow, with 
c-axes outside the gi rdl e tending to 1 ie along the 
bubble elongation in an "up-stream" direction. There 
is an obvious lack of grains with a -axes oriented 
across the ice-sheet flow direction. 

In BHC 2 there is a clear demarcation between fab
rics that correspond to zones of high closure and 
those corresponding to zones of low closure (Fig. 4). 
The high-closure zones invariably show a high con
cent ration of sub-horizontal or gently plunging a-dxes, 
together with occasional a -axis clusters oriented at a 
high angle to the flow plane. Multi-ma xima diamond 
fabrics with the a-axes fall ing within the small
circle girdle, as seen in BHC 1 (Fig. 3) are not found 
in these regions of high closure. In contrast , the 
low-closure zones show discrete steep plunging a -axis 
concentrations with minor sub-horizontal a -axis con
centrations (e .g. 289.3, 292.0,292.5, 295.0, 296.2, 
298.1 m) . 

The difference in grain orientations between high 
and low closure zones can easily be seen in Figure 6. 
Figure 6a shows the total plot of all grains measured 
in high-closure zones. Most of the grains are oriented 
sub-horizontally, and appear to lie on a smal l- circle 
girdle centred on the flow direction. In Figure 6b, 
from the zones of low closure, although a clear girdle 
pattern has not developed, there is a strong concen
tration of the grain a -a xes toward the vertical. 

MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 

HorizontaL seations in fLow pLane 
Local variations in the closure rate are commonly 

found related to variations in grain-size and struc
ture . In the multiple-maxima ice at the base of BHC 1, 
zones of higher and lower closure are typically char
acterized by different grain structures (Fig. 6) . In a 
high-closure zone, the grains are stro ngly interlock
ing with irregular and serrated grain boundaries (Fig. 
Sa,e). In compar ison the grains found in a a low
closu re zone have a more regular shape, a much larger 
max imum grain-size, and have gently curved boundaries 
(Fig . 5b, f). Deformation features such as undulatory 
extinction and deformation bands, and strong bubble 
elongation are present throughout this region of the 
core . In BHC 2, the microstructural changes (Fig. 5c, 
d) are simi 1 ar to those of BHC 1. 

vertiaaL seations across the fLow pLane paraLLeL to 
bubbLe eLongations 

The vertical sections display a grain-size con
trast between zones of high (~g. 5g) and low closure 
(Fig. 5h) . In the low-closure zones, grains tend to 
be tabular with the long dimension oriented parallel 
to the fl ow plane (Fig. 5h), whereas in the high
closure zones, grains show 1 ittle elongation, are 
irregular and interlocking with deformation bands. 

As the a -axes of many grains are contained within 
the plane of the vertical section, these sections 
have the advantage that they intersect the basal plane 
at a high angle. As a consequence , crystallographic
ally controlled deformation features such as deform
ation lamellae and deformation bands (Fig. 7a, b) be
come more apparent than in the corresponding hori
zontal section. These features are particularly ob
vious in the major a rea of closure in BHC 2 (289-
302 m) and in the large grains associated with lower 
closure zones. Another feature developed in these 
grains is a blocky extinction pattern (Fig. 7c), which 
is a result of a defo rmati on band being terminated by 
a microfracture (Fig. 7c) sub-parallel to the basal 
deformation lamellae. This produces local lattice 
bending across a small portion of the grain. The ex
pression of this deformation feature in the horizon
tal section is rippled ext 'inction (Fig. 5d) where 
small di stinct areas of the grain have different ex
tinction. 
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Fig. 5. Ice- grain str!etUl'es , with bar scale shown . The sections from high and intermediate clo s Ul'e 
zones ar e on the l eft. (a) horizontal section in BHC 1 at 282.1 m, (b) horizontal section in BHC 1 
at 278 . 9 m, (c) horizontal section in BHC 2 at 297 . 7 m, (d) horizontaL section in BHC 2 at 289 . 0 m, 
(e) horizontal section in BHC 1 at 298 . 3 m with corresponding vertical section (g) , (f) horizontal 
section in BHC 1 at 290 . 0 m with corresponding vertical section (h). 
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Fig . 6 . S l-mmary of c -axis [Xltterns within -,;he high cLosure intervaL , 289- 302 m in BHC 2 . (a) zones of 
high cLosur'e , (b) zones of Low cLos ure , (c) totaL c- axes mea sur'ed between 289- 302 m, whi ch incL udes 
data coLLected between the high and Low cLos ur'e zones . The totaL pLots are aL i gned with refer ence 
to the bubbLe eLongation and the known eLonga tion oj' a scr ibe mar k on the i ce cor e . 

Fig . 7 . Micr ograPhs of deformation feat ures in vertwaL th'l-n sectwns oj" ice f r om 282 . 1 m in BHC 1. 
(aJ Dej"ormation 1ameHae ( A) in four se[Xlrate grains . (b) Deformatwn LameLLae (A) and [Xlr aHeL 
micr oj"r act ur' es (B) perpendicu1ar to bubbLe t r ace (C) aLong a deformation band boundary [Xlr aLLe1 to 
the t r ace of the c -axis . Sub - horizontaL bubbLe traces (D) are reheaLed eX[Xlnsion cracks . (c) The 
bLocky extinction p:;.ttern pr'oduced by the deformation LameHae (A) and [XlraHe1 micr oj"auUs (B) with 
grain misorientations across deformation band boundaries . 

DISCUSSION 

This study supports the idea (Gow, 1963, 1970; 
Paterson, 1977) that bore-hole closure in ice masses 
is a result of plastic flow in a pure shear environ
ment and is attributable to overburden pressure. It 
also confirms the observation of Gow (1963) that clo
sure rate is dependent on depth . In BHC 1 and BHC 2 
the pattern of closure rate is condiderably less 
regular than that described by Gow (1963) and was only 
observed below 250 m, whereas Gow's closure began at 
about 150 m and increased to the base of the hole at 
309 m. The measured strain-rates were two orders of 
magnitude higher in zones of high closu re near the 
base of the Law Dome, being 1 .1 2 x 10-6 S-1 at 282 m 
in BHC 1 and 1.54 x 10-6 s-1 at 325 m in BHC 2 measured 
after less than two days, compared to Gow's results 
at 305 m ranging from 6 .3 x 10-9 s-1 after one year , 
to 2 .8 X 10-8 s -1 after four yea rs . Another difference 
with previous published results of closure in Antarc
tic ice is that the temperatures in the Byrd hole were 

about -28°C, and the closure measurements were only 
taken to 309 m in an ice sheet over 2 km thick. In 
this hole the fabrics varied only slightly from a ran
dom scatter, concentrating towards a small-circle 
girdle at 309 m. In comparison the temperatures of the 
thin ice sheet at the Law Dome var ied from approxi
mately -10°C at the surface to -1.0°C (BHC 1) and 
-0.5°C (BHC 2) at the bottom of the hol es, and a com
pl ete progression of c -axis fabrics and structures 
was found from a random fabric, through a small
ci rcle girdle and a fine-grained vertical single-
point maximum, to coarse-grained multiple-maxima fab
rics near the base . Based on experimental data (e .g . 
Mellor, 1980) the higher temperatures and the differ
ent fabrics probably contribute to the much higher 
strain-rates found in the Cape Folger i ce . 

Under the warm, shallow conditions found on the 
Law Dome, areas of bore-hole closure a re expressions 
of the prevailing fabric (Figs 3 and 4). For example, 
in BHC 2 (Fig . 4), section 305 .3 lies within a zone 
of l ow and fairly stable bore-hole closure rate. The 
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ice has a fine grain-size and shows a concentration 
of a-axes towards the vertical, that is, the basal 
planes are aligned sub-horizontally. Ice with such a 
fabric would be suitably oriented for a simple shear 
deformation, but not for pure shear deformation. 
Whereas much coarser-grained ice with a more scattered 
multiple-maxima fabric, as found at 326.3 m, occurs 
in zones of very high closure rate. The basal planes 
in the latter ice would have more varied orientations, 
so, assuming basal-plane glide is the dominant mechan
ism of deformation, this ice would be more resistant 
to flow by simple shear, but more susceptible to ver
tical compression and lateral extension in a pure 
shear environment as a result of overburden pressure. 

Closure rate also varies within the zone of high 
closure in BHC 2 between 289 and 302 m. This varia
tion is cyclic (Fig. 4) having a wavelength of about 
3 m. The regions of high and low closure correspond 
to particular fabric types, indicatin9 a domainal 
structure within the ice. The ice in the zones of 
lower closure show multiple-maxima fabrics distribu
ted around the vertical, whereas there is a greater 
concentrat i on of c-axes towa rds the hori zonta 1 in 
zones of hi gher closure. 

The concept of regions of domainal fabric in nat
urally occurring materials has been discussed by 
numerous authors. Turner and Weiss (1963, p. 20-21) 
and Hobbs (1966, p. 699) have suggested that hetero
geneities of stress may develop on a small scale, 
during the homogeneous deformation of a solid body, 
resulting in variation in fabric and structure. Such 
domai na 1 fabri c vari at i on on a mi crosca 1 e has been 
described in deformed metamorphic rocks by Hobbs (1966) 
and also by Sander (1970, p. 403-13). Although on a 
vastly different scale the domainal fabrics and struc
tures in the high-closure zone in BHC 2 are similar 
to those seen in quartzites. For exampl e, the Rensen
spitze quartzite (Sander, 1970, plate llb, p. 637) 
shows a strongly domainal fabric pattern. Layers with 
a-axes concentrated as maxima on a small-circle girdle 
perpendicular to the foliation. An analogous variation 
in fabrics is found in the ice between 289 and 302 m 
in BHC 2 where the pattern of sub-horizontally orien
ted grains in the higher-closure zones is equivalent 
to the a-axes oriented perpendicular to the folia-
tion in Sander's quartzite, but is more scattered in 
the ice. Again there appears to be a similar relation
ship between the grain-size and the periodicity of the 
fabric change. In forty traverses taken across plate 
llb (Sander, 1970, p. 637), an average of 23.6 grai n 
boundaries were crossed between the centres of layers 
of similar fabric. The periodicity of a similar change 
in the glacier ice was a little under 3 m, so to cross 
an equivalent number of grain boundaries would require 
grains with an average size of 12.7 cm. The average 
grain-size in this ice, calculated by the mean linear 
intercept method (Pickering, 1976) is lower, in the 
order of 2-3 cm, however the ma ximum grain-size in 
many sections is larger than 12.6 cm. The difference 
between the measured ice grain-size and that expected 
may be attributable to minor irregularities counted 
in the boundaries of ice grains which are not vis
ible in the quartz AVA diagram, and also to the 
highly interlocking nature of the ice which would tend 
to decrease the average grain-size measured. 

It is well recognized (Bouchez and others, 1983 ; 
Wilson, 1979) that there are analogies between the 
physical behaviour and the development of microfabrics 
in ice and quartz. Another study that has a bearing 
on the origin of the domainal structure in BHC 2 is 
the study of Celma (1982) who finds a crossed two
girdle total fabric (in a plane perpendicular to the 
foliation) similar to that obtained by Ramsauer, (in 
Sander, 1970). On the basi s of the fabri cs and the 
microstructure, Celma (1982) divides the mylonite in
to three domainal types, with grain a -axes oriented 
in the two girdles, and also at the centre of the 
diagram. The presence of all three domains is de
pendent on the amount of shear deformation under
gone by the sample (Celma, 1982, p. 446) and that 
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with increasing shear strains, one of the girdles 
disappears. Hudleston (1977) shows a similar change 
across a shear zone in ice from the Barnes Ice Cap. 
In the centre of the shear zone however, where the 
strain is much greater, the a -axes concentrated to 
a vertical single-point maximum. So the extent of 
development of the domainal structures may depend on 
the shear strain. Under very high shear strain, the 
material may lose its inhomogeneities of structure 
and fabric, adopting a single-point c -axis fabric. 
In BHC 2 the region of high closure (289-302 m) 
occurs between two zones of very low closure, which 
contain fine-grained ice with a vertical single
maximum fabric undergoing simple shear (unpublished 
data of A.P. McCray). The higher closure zone con
taining the larger crystal size is subjected to less 
simple-shear deformation which may allow the local 
development of stress heterogeneities and the sub
sequent development of domainal structures and fab
rics. 

Another factor which may effect the development 
of the a-axi s fabri cs is the bedrock topography. 
BHC 2 is drilled in a bedrock hollow, 50 m deeper than 
BHC 1 and 250 m down-stream. Oxygen-isotope studies 
(unpublished data of A.P. McCray) suggest that there 
has been a component of vertical stretching of the 
ice column in BHC 2. This also accounts for the dif
ference in depth where there is a change of ice types 
from fine-grained single-maximum to large-grained 
multiple-maxima, occurring at 230 m in BHC 1 and at 
250 m in BHC 2. Perhaps this vertical stretching of 
the ice could change the stresses and so the fabrics 
within the glacier. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Measurements of the bore-hole diameter with depth 
through two bore holes on the Law Dome, Antarctica, 
and subsequent measurements of the a -axis fabrics at 
selected depths indicate that the closure rate is 
highly variable and is closely related to the a-axis 
fabric of the ice. The main features relating fabric 
to closure rate have become apparent: 

1. A single-point vertical concentration of a -axes 
in fine-grained ice produces very low and stable 
closure rates. 

2. Large-grain multiple-maxima ice undergoes much 
higher and more variable closure. Within this ice 
are two types of fabric/closure relationships: 
(a) grains concentrating in a diamond pattern near 
the vertical result in a lower closure. 
(b) grains with a-a xes concentrating towards the 
sub-horizontal at a low angle to the flow direc
tion result in hi gher closure. Transition in fab
ric and closure are found between these different 
types of ice. 

3. At the base of the ice sheet in BHC 1, the mul
tiple-maxima fabri cs in the zone of high closure 
tend to lie within a small-circle girdle. The 
grains within the girdle show substantial deforma
tion features, including deformation bands, de
formation lamellae, and irregular extinction, 
whereas the grains oriented outside the girdle 
show few or no deformation features. This differ
ence may result from the grains within the girdle 
bei ng more deformed as they are much 01 der and 
more stable under the long-term stress conditi ons, 
whereas the relatively undeformed grains outside 
the girdle are younger and exist only briefly as 
a result of local inhomogeneities of the stress. 
An other explanation may be that the amount of 
deformation undergone by any grain is a function 
of its orientation within the existing stress 
fi eld. 
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4. In the zone of high closure (289-302 m) in 
BHC 2, more varied fabrics and grain structures 
occur in a cyclic or domainal distribution patt
ern, so a small-circle girdle does not develop 
in the total fabric plot. 

5. The domainal c -axis fabric patterns are formed 
by the development of inhomogeneities of the 
shear stress in a similar manner to that described 
on a small scale in naturally occuring shear zones 
in rocks . 
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